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Our Vision 
Sussex Neighbourhood House is committed to providing lifelong learning and social activities 

that are inclusive, accessible and sustainable for the local community. 

 

 

Our Values 
Credibility – Diversity – Accessibility – Inclusion - Care and Support - Communication 

 

 

Our Goals 
Know our community 

Learning for everyone 

Strengthening the community 

Sustainability 

Choosing Sussex 
 
 

We have many organisations to thank for working with Sussex Neighbourhood House for the benefit of our 

community. By working together we increase the effectiveness of our program provision. 

 

We acknowledge funding from the following:  
 

Adult, Community and Further Education (ACFE) Board, North-Western Victoria Region 

Department of Planning and Community Development 

Department of Education & Early Childhood Development 

Department of Human Services 

Moreland City Council 

 

Partnerships are key to the development and provision of some programs and activities.  

 

annecto: Friday Friends 

Melbourne City Mission’s Bridges Program: Cooking, Literacy and Numeracy  

Glenroy Neighbourhood Learning Centre: English as a Second Language 

Moreland Libraries: Book Club 

Moreland Neighbourhood Houses: Moreland Volunteer Training Programs 

Scope Victoria: Sussex Social Group 

 
Snap Heidelberg and the many local small businesses who have supported us throughout the year with 

donations: Jack & Daisy, John Gorilla Café, O’Heas Deli and Bakery, Oz Cakes and Venita’s on Cumberland 
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Chairperson’s Report 
 

 
 

It’s been a pretty big year and we continue to work on the business of the House, most notably, 

 On the 9
th
 August the Sussex Neighbourhood House celebrated its 21

st
 birthday with a wonderful High Tea attended 

by a good many of our members and supporters. It was a lovely event and a wonderful milestone in our history. 

 The Committee of Management offered Suzanne Phoenix the permanent ongoing role of Manager at the House and 

we are incredibly pleased – and privileged – that she accepted and continues to move Sussex Neighbourhood House 

into the future.  

 The work on getting our new home continues taking much of our time and effort – especially with the election in 

October 2012 of six new Councillors (out of 11) and ensuring that the original vision of the new facility is not lost 

with this significant changeover. 

 Recruiting and retaining members on the Committee has been difficult this year. As a result, we looked at what it 

means to be on Committee and what are the attributes of a Committee member we should be targeting. This has led 

the drive for recruitment for the 2013-2014 Committee and will undoubtedly give the House some great direction for 

the future.  

Also through the year, I attended the “Not for Profit Chairman” course run by the Australian Institute of Company 

Directors. It was a great opportunity to sit back and reflect on being Chairperson of the House, and had some great 

pointers for the role.    

The year at Sussex Neighbourhood House ended up being particularly tough and there are many challenges ahead that 

will need some focus and hard work.  

Our current Constitution states that “Committee members shall not hold office for more than 3 consecutive years in the 

same Committee position” and therefore this is my third and final report to you as Chairperson. I have also decided, after 

5 years on Committee (at least 4½ of which were serving as Treasurer or Chairperson … or both!) not to nominate again. 

I feel that is never a good time to leave however I am confident that the new Committee will bring a new set of skills, 

views and energy to the House that will enable the House to grow and thrive well into the future – and I will continue to 

provide whatever support will be needed. 

As always, it is the people that make the place and I have been honoured to have been welcomed into the House, and will 

continue to enjoy the sense of belonging to my local community that has come from my membership of the House.  

I thank you all for the wonderful opportunity you have given me over the years, and the trust you have shown in your 

continued support of me, and the Committee.   

 

Elizabeth Cleland, Chairperson  
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Secretary’s Report 

 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to report to the 2013 Annual General Meeting of the Sussex Neighbourhood House.  The 

year has been another very busy one, and I would like to share with you some of the things I have been involved in as part 

of the Committee of Management. 

In November 2012, the laws regulating Victorian incorporated associations changed with the introduction of the 

Associations Incorporation Reform Act 2012 (the new Act).  Along with Committee members, I have examined the new 

Act to see how it sets out guidelines around the relationship between the members and the organisation, to see what it 

does for the members. 

As secretary I attended, with the Chairperson, a briefing hosted by Consumer Affairs Victoria, on the changes that were 

made and effective as of 26 November 2012.  One important aspect of the new Act relating to the “rules” (as defined in 

our Constitution) will be that it’s effective as of 30 November 2013.  The important thing to realise is that the rule 

changes affect all incorporated associations, and we need to examine our Constitution (under the old Act) to consider how 

we will proceed.   

There is new material that must be covered by an organisation’s rules, and new model rules.  We need to understand how 

and when the new laws (and new model rules) apply to our association.  That is why the Committee of Management have 

taken the time to do a comprehensive comparison of the documents and forwarded to you for your remarks with a view of 

enacting the New Constitution at the 2013 Annual General Meeting.  Points that I found most notable are: 

Proxies:  At a general meeting of the members of the Association convened in accordance with the Act, and including an 

annual general meeting or a special general meeting, a member may appoint another member as his or her proxy to vote 

and speak on his/her behalf. This is not something that we have in place at the moment and represents a significant 

change for us.  

Neighbourhood House members at AGM to vote on who takes up the roles of Chair, Deputy Chair, Secretary and 

Treasurer.  Currently, the membership votes for the members of the Committee of Management, who then vote on the 

“office bearer” roles at the first Committee meeting. 

The AGM must by resolution decide the number of ordinary members of the Committee it wishes to hold office for 

the next year, and how long their term in office will be. 

During the year it has been my privilege to represent the House at seminars on governance and finance; focus groups on 

the new Act, human rights, and Council community planning; presentations of awards and grants, Moreland City Council 

meetings and project meetings; community events at Rogers Reserve and Coburg Mall; fundraising sausage sizzle; and 

in-house celebrations as well as helping out in the office as required. 

I look forward to 2014 and not just the new challenges that it will bring, but continuing the work commenced this year, 

which includes formalizing the new Constitution, completing the Strategic Plan, progressing with reviewing our Policies, 

and persisting with our ongoing commitment to seeing a multi purpose facility for the whole community come to fruition.  

In closing I quote from Jean Vanier, Community And Growth, “One of the marvellous things about community is that it 

enables us to welcome and help people in a way we couldn't as individuals.  When we pool our strength and share the 

work and responsibility, we can welcome many people.”  

Claire Martin, Secretary  

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/123458.Jean_Vanier
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/2512264
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Manager’s Report 

 
 

I’ve now served as the Manager for Sussex Neighbourhood House for both a full calendar and financial year. We 

have overturned many, many rocks to see what is underneath, understand how things are working, and improved and 

streamlined everywhere that is possible.    

Change has therefore been ever present as we have been striving to create a financially viable model in this 

increasing challenging financial and funding environment, whilst retaining the core values of community 

development for the local community.  

There were many highlights including several opportunities we grasped which enabled many local people we are 

already connected with, and new ones, to participate in free community forums to create and learn new things. These 

included MoreArt – the Moreland Public Art Exhibition for 2013 where Sussex Neighbourhood House was selected 

as an artist and we facilitated community workshops focussed on ‘What Neighbourhood Means to Me?’ The art 

works created resulted in an installation at Gowrie Train Station. At the 400 Volt Men’s Shed we facilitated a series 

of community workshops to make furniture from pallets which featured as part of the ‘Seize the Day’ event in 

Brunswick to activate a parking lot.  

Another focus was the design of the new building for Sussex Neighbourhood House. I participated in many sessions 

with the Moreland City Council project team from the high level layout of the facility to the details like taps in order 

to ensure in the end we have a facility that will suit the current and future needs of Sussex Neighbourhood House 

and our community. The design is quite exciting with minimal impact on the park and we certainly look forward to 

construction commencing.  

I think it is fair to say we have received ample feedback that Sussex Neighbourhood House has been a leader in 

regards to social media in the Neighbourhood House sector over the past year. Our social media platforms, such as 

Facebook, is often referred to as a ‘portal’ for the local community with organisations and individuals requesting 

inclusion of their activity or event. We have further expanded our social media and now include Instagram, Linkedin, 

Twitter and YouTube. Many short movies and clips have been made and put on YouTube including Friday Friends, 

Clay Art and Kids Shed. The moving image and sound of an activity can convey an impression of a program that is 

beyond what a poster can do.  

Compiling the Annual Report is always a wonderful opportunity to look back over the achievements of the year and 

I would like to ensure the following people are recognised for their contribution. Firstly, Leigh Cook, Adult 

Education Coordinator and Alex Fletcher-Hoerner, Office Coordinator who are at the heart of the neighbourhood 

house operations every day and go above and beyond. The Scallywags Children’s Centre team lead by Franca La 

Pila, including Anne Borrelli and Yeter Kaya who play a pivotal role in the development of children. Joanna Nevill, 

our Projects Officer who has given us a consistent focus on proactively targeting additional funding opportunities, 

which resulted in some fantastic new grants to take effect in 2013/2014. I’m grateful to all the tutors, facilitators, 

teachers, bus drivers and project workers, well over 30 of you, who delivered over 120 programs across the year, 

your range of skills and experience means I get to meet so many fascinating people. Over 50 volunteers – thank you 

for the generous contribution of your time and energy. To the Committee of Management and especially the Chair 

Elizabeth Cleland, who have supported me in my role through a less than run of the mill year. Finally to all the 

wonderful people I have met, seen grow and develop and connect further with their community and those around 

them through Sussex Neighbourhood House.  

Suzanne Phoenix, Manager 
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Our Organisation 
 

There are a large number of people who are the backbone of Sussex Neighbourhood House. We recognise 

many others in our community who contribute to the organisation and we thank you for your support.  

 

Committee of Management 2012-2013 
 

Elizabeth Cleland, Chairperson 

Bruce Riseley, Deputy Chair 

Claire Martin, Secretary 

Beryl de Almeida, Assistant Secretary 

Gus Carfi, Treasurer (resigned 26 Nov 2012) 

Sam Barrett, Treasurer (joined 21 Jan 2013, resigned 4 Feb 2013) 

Anne Wright, Treasurer (joined 25 Mar 2013, leave to 1 Jun 2013)  

Elena Aringay, Committee Member 

Vera D’Aprano, Committee Member 

Elham Heidari-Beni, Assistant Treasurer (resigned 12 May 2013) 

Beverley Lee, Committee Member (resigned 15 Nov, 2012) 

Chiara Zeta, Committee Member (resigned 20 Nov, 2013) 

 

Employees and Contractors 2012-2013  
 
Managers – Suzanne Phoenix 

Adult Education Coordinator – Leigh Cook 

Support Officer – Alex Fletcher-Hoerner 

Child Care Team Leader – Franca La Pila 

Child Care Administration – Jan Bowles 

Child Care Workers – Anne Borrelli, Gajra Rizvi, Yeter Kaya  

Technical Computer Support – Geoff Salt 

 

Accountant – Lisa Wilson 

Arabic Teachers –Wafaa Desoky 

Bus Drivers – Melissa Ferris, Sue Sullivan, Terry Barbor, Will Tait 

ComputAbility Teachers – Jenny Whitlock, Peter Symons 

Computer Teachers – Gail Blundell, Lisa Wilson, Rana Jarrari 

Creative Kids – Amanda Woodford 

Creative Movement and Dance Teachers – Ann Chadwick, Marita Jacobsson, Simone Litchfield 

Disability Aide – Julie Strachan, Melissa Ferris, Rodrigo Menjivar-Ramos, Sandy Webb,  

 Sue Sullivan, Terry Barbor, Will Tait 

English Teacher – Olivia Hartigan 

Friday Friends Team – Rebecca Lyons, Franca La Pila, Jo Nevill, Julie Strachan, Melissa Ferris, 

Rose McHeilleh, Sandy Webb, Shelley Cook, Sue Sullivan, Will Tait 

Gardening – Judy Allen 

Project Officer – Joanna Nevill 

Men’s Shed – Gemma Hart 

Mixed Media – Amanda Woodford, Lynley Northcott 

Pallet Furniture Making – Jodie Aherns 

Photography – Ian Bickerstaff, Keren Dobia, Kylie Miller  

Pottery – Lynley Northcott, Ursula Dutkiewicz 

Sewing Teacher – Jan Bowles 

Social Media Teacher – Liz du Toit 

WordAbility Teacher– Olivia Hartigan 

WorkAbility Teacher – Marita Jacobsson, Gemma Hart 

Yoga Teacher – Gianna Sponchiado, Ruth Ziller 
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Volunteers  
 

We would like to acknowledge the volunteers and invaluable support they provide Sussex Neighbourhood House: We 

couldn’t achieve what we do without you.  

 

 
 
Administration and Reception – Claire Martin, Elena Aringay, Elizabeth Cleland, John Halikis,  

Kristina Basobas, Marie English, Mary Scanlon, Navjot Kaur, Rita Lin 

Artist Markets – Elizabeth Cleland 

Artist’s Studio – Ching Ching Liang 

Book Club Group Leader – Jan Bowles 

Bus Drivers – Anne Barillaro, Anna Cicolani, Eileen MacKenzie, Robert Brown, Sheryl Holian,  

Trevor Ennals, Will Tait 

Carers Appreciation Day – Beverley Lee, Franca La Pila, Marita Jacobsson, Nicolette Powell 

Child Care – Angela Marsicovetere, Cleo Fogale, Gajra Rizvi, Lorraine King, Ohida Sultana,  

Sandra De Filippis, Marisa Tati, Yeter Kaya 

Computer Teachers Assistants – Elham Heidari Beni, Semia Hussein, Terry Barbor,  

Wantanee Sujipitham 

Craft Group Leader – Valda Campbell 

Creative Kids Assistant – Claire Salkeld, Emily Ross, Stephanie Muscat 

Creative Movement and Dance Assistant – Cat Langmead 

Family History Group Leader – Jan Bowles 

Filing Clerk – Heather Slater 

Human Resources – Sean Jameson 

Men’s Shed – Bruce Riseley, Damian Klemm, Ed Lagzdin, John Farrell, Noach Kronich, Robert  Brown, Terry Barbor 

Mixed Media Assistants – Beverley Lee, Glo-Ann D’Souza, Emily Ross 

Photographer – Ian Bickerstaff 

Pottery Teachers Assistant – Tamara Gregory 

Public Access Supervisors – Neville Abbott, Terry Barbor 

Sausage Sizzles – Claire Martin, Damian Klemm, Don Martin, Elizabeth Cleland, Eva Stein, Jan  Bowles, John Farrell, 

Patrick Power, Vera D’Aprano, Beryl de Almeida 

Computer Club – Jenny Whitlock  

Quilters Blog – Vireya Jacquard 

Walking Group – Heather Slater, Val Gifkins 

 

We wish to acknowledge there are many other people who volunteer their time and energy whilst not holding a particular 

regular volunteering roles such as Chiara Zeta, Neil Strapp and Ruth Robles. 
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Scallywags Children’s Centre 

      
 
Sussex Neighbourhood House has held a long-term commitment to providing the Scallywags Children’s Centre 

Occasional Child Care service, as it is an important service to the families of the local community.  

 

In 2012/2013 Scallywags went from strength to strength after introducing of a new model due to the loss of ‘Take a Break’ 

Occasional Child Care funding from the State Government. Unfortunately further occasional child care services closed in 

Victoria and Moreland due to financial viability but Scallywags increased in numbers. We are proud to see Scallywags 

Children’s Centre move closer towards becoming a self-sustainable arm of our organisation with this financial year seeing 

the service come to breaking even financially.  

 

Each year we welcome dozens of new families and children. Scallywags Children’s Centre provide employment and 

volunteering opportunities to members of the local community along with student placements including new recruits Cleo 

Fogale, Gajra Rizvi and Ohida Sultana this year.  

 

400 Volt Men’s Shed 
 

 
 
We held a range of community programs and events at 400 Volt Men’s Shed including Mondayitis, The Vegie Patch 

gardening course, Kid’s Shed, the 2012 Annual General Meeting, the 2012 Pallet Challenge, Pallet Furniture Making 

Community Workshops and our end of 2012 community gathering.   

 

We also enjoyed the generous support of many people and organisations through the year. A group of Medibank 

employees volunteered a day of their time to paint the shed along with providing the paint, equipment, a new BBQ and 

sponsoring the end of year event. The kind folk of Jemena supplied us with pallets and some funding to help with the 

operations of the Shed. John Gorilla Cafe delivered some pallets for our furniture making ventures also. Ray from 

Werribee shed who supplied us with dozens of freshly baked scones for our Annual General Meeting. And the many, 

many people who donated tools, wood and materials to the Shed we are very grateful.  

 

Another feature of the Annual General Meeting was a visit from Paul Sladdin, President of the Victorian Men’s Shed 

Association and the launch of the Men’s Shed Portrait’s by Ian Bickerstaff.  
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Arts and Crafts 
 

 
 
Sussex Neighbourhood House has always had a strong tradition of arts and crafts recognising how it helps us to explore 

ideas and feelings, express ourselves, develop new interests and skills, connect with others, and generally help our 

wellbeing and how we feel about the world and ourselves.  

 

Our favourite creative activities have continued through the year – the Artisan’s Market, Clay and Pottery, Craft Circle, 

Creative Kids, Creative Movement and Dance, Knitters Circle, Mixed Media, Pattern Making, Photography, Quilters 

Circle and Sewing. We were again invited to participate in the Coburg Carnival by hosting some community workshops 

to create flowers from recycled milk bottles. We were even commissioned by a film company to create clay coils for a 

new Australian film. Building our own houses in clay with Ursula Dutkiewicz during Neighbourhood House week was a 

special treat.   

 

Just walking into the Neighbourhood House and seeing what our artists have been up to is always a joy and gives people a 

lift. The displays and exhibits are always changing. We have a wealth of art works from artists at Sussex Neighbourhood 

House which we have been able to help promote through inclusion in our promotions including our business cards, real 

estate boards and social media platforms. It’s with a sense of pride we can hand a business card or brochure over and show 

people the quality of the work that artists of Sussex Neighbourhood House produce.  

 

New activities introduced this year included: 

 Kid’s Shed – a great success with children being able to develop their own projects and build on the skills and 

areas that interest them most. Each semester culminated with an exhibition and performance, with each artist 

presenting their work, their approach and what they learned through the process. 

 Our selection as a MoreArt artist to participate in the 2012 Moreland Public Art Show. Our ‘What does 

neighbourhood mean to me’ holding spaces installation at the Gowrie station was created by community artists in a 

series of workshops facilitated by Amanda Woodford. 

 Artist’s Studio – a series of open workshops for local artists to work on their projects and collaborate.  

 New series of photography courses including Photography for Beginners, Photoshop for Photographers and Studio 

Photography with Keren Dobia.  

 Many new holiday programs – such as making sock monkeys and puppet making workshop. 
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Living and Learning 
 

 
 
Learning – in all its many forms – has also been an integral part of Sussex Neighbourhood House right from the very 

beginning and something we believe to be vital to how we live and our wellbeing. Learning is not always just about 

classrooms and study – it is also about gaining new skills, exploring our interests, and stretching ourselves – quite literally 

in the yoga classes! 

 

We are always learning new things - from the Scallywags Childcare Centre, through our many arts and crafts activities, to 

all the specialist skills classes we run – and which is so much a part of who we are and how we feel about ourselves and 

the world around us.  

 

Sussex Neighbourhood House delivers pre-accredited training courses with funding received from Adult, Community and 

Further Education. These include Computer courses such as: Getting Started with Computers, MYOB, Social Networking 

and Microsoft Excel. Along with inclusive programs for people with disabilities such as ComputAbility, WordAbilty and 

WorkAbility.  

 

English as a Second Language has seen a high level of attendance this year with teacher Olivia Hartigan, a program we 

deliver on behalf of Glenroy Neighbourhood Learning Centre. 

 

Moreland Volunteer Training Program is a series of training for volunteers in the local community funded by Moreland 

City Council. Sussex Neighbourhood House administer the fund on behalf of Moreland City Council with all 

Neighbourhood Houses across Moreland delivering it. This year training programs included Asthma and Anaphylaxis, 

Financial Management, First Aid, Food Safety Handling and Strategic Planning.  

 

Social programs and casual sessions to explore new ideas, learn about ourselves and others, and keep us fit and healthy - 

Book Club, Friday Friends, Heartmoves, Scrabble Club, Walking Group and Yoga. 

  

Free public access to the computers and internet is also a great way for students to practice and do their homework and 

help each other along the way.  
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A new home for Sussex Neighbourhood House 
 

 
 

The progress over the year on the Pascoe Vale Community Centre as the new home for Sussex Neighbourhood House has 

been rather mixed.  

Suzanne spent quite some time with the Council project team and an architect, refining the next level of design and it is 

really quite exiting to see how it is looking.  As we look at the detail of the classrooms, reception, meeting rooms, 

community gathering areas, the child care centre – and the interactions with the groups who already call the Pascoe Vale 

Neighbourhood House facility “home” we see a wonderful picture emerge of what it will be like. 

Unfortunately the draft Council budget for 2013-2014 again didn’t include any commitment to commence construction 

and the Council Plan noted construction of the new facility over the 2015-2016 and 2016-2017 financial years.   

We made a submission in response to the draft budget and plan; and we have been in regular contact with the Councillors 

over this time, re-emphasising: 

 The need Sussex Neighbourhood House has for new accommodation; 

 The impact the continued delays has on the House, membership and our local community; 

 The community vision that Council had laid out for the facility; and 

 The need for such a facility in Pascoe Vale. 

Suzanne and I have met with many of the new Councillors, and a Committee member has attended almost every monthly 

Council meeting to ensure that we are not overlooked.  

The ongoing delays to construction of the new facility make it difficult for the Sussex Neighbourhood House to 

confidently plan for the future and this will continue to provide a challenge to the House.  
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What’s been happening at Sussex NH during the year 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Zero Waste Week 
July 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

“we rose to the 

challenge to make 

Sussex waste free for 

a week and changed 

our habits forever” 

  

 

School Holiday 

Program 

July 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“create your own 

puppet and a show”   

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

21
st
 Birthday Party 

August 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

“and a time to say 

Thank You to 

everyone who has 

been part of Sussex 

through the years” 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

     

 

 
 

 

 

Annual General 

Meeting 

September 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

“reporting back to our 

members … and a 

chance for a scone or 

two” 

  

 

MoreArt 

September/October 

2012 

  

 

 

 

 

“showing what 

neighbourhood 

means to us at 

Gowrie railway 

station  
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What’s been happening at Sussex NH during the year 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Carer’s 

Appreciation Day 

October 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“a chance for carers to 

take some time out for 

themselves” 

  

 

IT Donation from 

Medibank 

October 2013 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“generous computer 

donation solves our 

IT Lab problems” 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Computers for 

Seniors 

November 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“graduation and 

equipped to  

compute!” 

  

 

Moving Frames 

November 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Mixed Media and 

Creative Movement 

and Dance - exhibition 

and performance ”   

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

End of Year 

Celebrations  

December 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“great place for a 

BBQ and to catch 

up with friends” 

  

 

Scallywags End of 

Year Party 

December 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“a fun time to finish 

off the year”  
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What’s been happening at Sussex NH during the year 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The Big Clean-Up 

January 2013 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“new year clutter clear 

gives us a fresh start” 

 

  

 

The new pocket 

version of the  

2013  Guide  

January 2013 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“now we know 

what’s going on for 

the whole year” 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

Moreland 

Community Plan 

February 2013 

 

 

 

 

 

“providing an 

opportunity for 

everyone to have a 

say” 

 

  

 

Scallywags 

Children’s Centre 

February 2013 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“getting into the 

swing of occasional 

child care for 2013” 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

Harmony Day 

March 2013 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Orange themed art 

works everywhere 

exploring our cultural 

diversity” 

  

 

What does 

International 

Women’s Day  

Mean to Me? 

March 2013 

 

 

 

 

“faces and voices of 

our woman talking 

about Women’s 

Day” 
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What’s been happening at Sussex NH during the year 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Coburg Carnival 

April 2013 

 

 

 

 

 

“creativity, 

friendship, recycling 

and contributing to a 

wonderful 

community event” 

  

 

Pascoe Vale 

Community Facility 

April 2013 

 

 

 

 

 

“consulting with the 

community about the 

new facility and new 

home for Sussex NH” 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

Photoshop for 

Photographers 
May 2013 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“the latest Adobe 

Photoshop software 

now at Sussex” 

  

 

Neighbourhood 

House Week 
May 2013 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“make your own 

house in clay” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bring Your Dog to 

Work Day 
June 2013 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“we wish every day 

was like this” 

  

 

Winter in  

Pascoe Vale 
June 2013 

 

 

 

 

 

“no matter the 

weather we see 

beauty in our 

neighbourhood’’ 

 

 

 

 



 

                           
 


